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Tech (Mechanical Engineering) through Year 3 The revised B.Tech curriculum is designed to provide students with a comprehensive

introduction to the core discipline. The concept of "we as workers" is deeply rooted in B.Tech and all subjects in one way or another relate to
work tools. The theory of mechanical engineering - "technology of machines and mechanisms", introduces students to tools and technologies.

The dynamics of machines and tools - the "engine of mechanical engineering", gets acquainted with the modes of movement that are present in
machines. Also, the basic concepts of the theory of theoretical mechanics are "multi-crystal motion", "dynamic equations". Technique and

technology - "assembly and adjustment of machines and structures", introduces construction and engineering technologies, as well as the basics
of a designer. Metallurgy - "metallurgy in mechanical engineering", get acquainted with the methods of cold working of metals. Practice -

"production in the engineering industry", getting acquainted with the production and raw materials markets, planning and management methods,
basic processes and technologies in the engineering business. Project Management - "theory and practice of project management", introduces

students to the main projects, technologies and management systems, and ultimately to project management - the theory, practice and theory of
business modeling. Dynamic theory of elasticity - "methodology of dynamic theory of elasticity", is a holistic system of lectures, which deals

with the basic geometric constructions and research. Farm - "technical human sciences", constitutes one of the main curricula for sports
mechanics courses. German for Tourist Purposes General Training - "Professional Skills", a mandatory training program in the field of tourism,
intended for release courses or for advanced training in this field. Travel news and information - "Tourist Events".The German language for the

unemployed is Hochverbot-und-Stufa, specially designed for individual programs and for the practice of teaching people without work. The
German Vocational Pathway - Training in Deutsch, designed specifically for social science teachers.
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